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Abstract
Both topic modeling and word embedding map documents
onto a low-dimensional space, with the former clustering
words into a global topic space and the latter into a local
continuous embedding space. In this study, we propose the
TMSA framework to unify these two complementary patterns by the construction of a mutual learning mechanism
between word-cooccurrence based topic modeling and autoencoder. In our model, word topics generated with topic
modeling are passed into auto-encoder to impose topic sparsity so that auto-encoder can learn topic-relevant word representations. In return, word embedding learned by autoencoder is sent back to topic modeling to improve the quality
of topic generations. Empirical studies show the effectiveness of the proposed TMSA model in discovering topics and
embedding words.
1 Introduction
Both topic models [4] and word embedding [2, 5, 18] models
play significant roles in modeling human languages and have
become indispensable tools for natural language processing.
In the past decade, topic modeling [4, 15], such as Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) or Latent Dirichlet Allocations (LDA) [4], has successfully revealed the thematic structure of collection of documents with exploring the
patterns represented by word co-occurrence matrix. The advantage of topic modeling is its global clustering capacity
across documents. When the corpus is large enough, semantic relatedness and coherent topics can be exposed without
supervision. In contrast, word embedding models have been
proved to be an effective approach to transform sparse discrete words into dense and low-dimensional continuous vectors [2, 18, 12, 21]. Since word embedding usually utilizes
local word collocation patterns to construct an embedding
link function, the semantic and syntactic relatedness represented is also more local, compared to topic modeling.
As they complement each other in language modeling,
it motivates us to pursue constructing an integrated model
which can make full use of their respective advantages. Two
common characteristics for topic modeling and word embed-

ding are the nature of dimensionality deduction and their semantic relatedness. Quite a few works have used word embeddings to improve topic modeling [20, 15]. CLM [27] and
STE [23] are proposed to combine topic modeling and word
embedding. CLM applies nonnegative matrix factorization
to both topic modeling and word embedding. STE employs
skip-gram to learn different topic-specific word embeddings
to avoid polysemy. The existing methods, however, do not
explicitly consider the mutual influence of global topics and
local contexts in the learning process. Thus, the interaction
between global topics and local contexts cannot be fully explored to boost the performance.

Figure 1: Graphic representation of TMSA, our proposed
mutual learning framework. The part in blue is about the
topic learning process via the TMSAtopic component and the
part in red is about the word embedding via the TMSAword
component. The part in pink is shared by both components
for the mutual learning procedure.
In this paper, we propose a unified framework TMSA
(Topic Modeling and Sparse Autoencoder; see Figure 1) to
explicitly incorporate the mutual influence of global topics
and local contexts into the learning process. In TMSA, the
influence of local word embeddings are integrated into the
discovery of topics via the TMSAtopic component named as
topic modeling boosted with sparse autoencoder. The semantic information of word embedding helps TMSAtopic
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learn topics in an effective way. In addition, the topics
learned from TMSAtopic will be further integrated into the
word embedding process via the TMSAword component
named as sparse autoencoder sparsified with topic modeling. Both topics and contexts will be reflected in the learned
embeddings of words. The full architecture of the proposed
TMSA is shown in Figure 1. With the mutual learning
scheme, TMSA has the following advantages. First, parameter tuning and inferences can be done in a unified framework.
Second, the mechanism of back propagation in sparse autoencoder can be utilized for fine tuning word embeddings.
Third, extra layers can be easily added to handle other tasks,
such as adding a softmax layer for classifications.
In summary, our key contributions are as follows:
• We propose a unified framework TMSA to improve
topic discovery and word embedding simultaneously
via a mutual learning mechanism.
• We introduce an efficient algorithm to boost topic learning by taking advantage of local context information
from semantic word embedding.
• We design a unique topic based sparse autoencoder to
improve the word representation learning by encoding
both global topics and local context information into the
learned embeddings.

multinomial component and a latent feature component. The
latent feature component is a product of two matrices, pretrained word embedding and updated topic embedding. In
contrast, topic embedding, as topics in LDA, catches global
context information while reflecting semantic centroids.
2.2 Word Embedding Current word embedding related
works are usually based on neural probabilistic language
model introduced by [2]. It has been proven to be able to
capture semantic regularities in language by learning context
information represented with the local word co-occurrences.
Later, Mnih and Hinton [19] proposed three different embedding functions to model the conditional distribution of a
word given its context (or vice versa). However, these methods are not scalable on large corpora due to the interaction
matrices between the embeddings. [18] proposed Skip-Gram
and Continuous Bag Of Words (CBOW) to improve the efficiency of word embeddings via direct interaction between
two embeddings, which can be efficiently trained on large
corpora and achieve good performance on various linguistic
tasks. In particular, the skip-gram with negative sampling
for training word embedding is discovered to implicitly factorize the point-wise mutual information matrix of the local
word co-occurrence patterns [11].

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of TMSA by compar- 2.3 Integrated Framework Besides above work, Topic
ing it with several state-of-the-art methods on both topic Word Embedding (TWE) [16] was proposed to concatenate
topic embedding with word embedding to form topical word
modeling tasks and word embedding tasks.
embedding for each word. Li et al. [15] extended LDA to
a model named as TopicVec. The extension partially fol2 Related Work
lows LFTM by defining the probability function as a mixAs it is discussed in the Introduction Section, the main
ture of the conventional multinomial distribution and a link
theme of this work is to coordinate global topics and local
function between the embeddings of the focus words and
contexts for better topic discovery and word embeddings.
topics. Furthermore, TopicVec treats pre-trained topic laTherefore, most relevant works involve topic modeling and
bels as special words and learns embeddings for topics by
word embedding learning.
including the topic labels in the neural architecture. Another
work along this line is Gaussian LDA [6]. It uses pre-trained
2.1 Topic modeling and its variations Topic modeling
word embeddings learned from large external corpora such
is a powerful unsupervised tool to discover latent semantic
as Wikipedia and then models topics with Gaussian distribustructure from a text corpus. The most representative one is
tions in the word embedding space. In addition, Skip-gram
the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4]. Typically, only
Topical word Embedding (STE) [23] was proposed to learn
a small number of topics are present in each document and
different topic-specific word embeddings to avoid the probonly a small number of words have high probability in each
lem of polysemy. Recently, models like [29] and [14] contopic. This pattern motivated [4] to deploy Dirichlet priors
struct informative and asymmetric Dirichlet priors with word
to regularize the topic distributions. Semantic centroids have
embeddings as external knowledge. All of them somewhat
the same nature as topics in LDA. The semantic relatedness
make efforts to construct a channel between topic modeling
exists in continuous embedding space while the topic related
and word embedding. Namely, they do not take into considwords exist in discrete space. This similarity leads exploerations much of the mutual influence of global topics and
rations in common semantic centroids. For example, [20]
local contexts explicitly during the learning process.
proposed to improve topic models with latent feature word
However, these composite models combine topic modrepresentations (Latent Feature Topic Modeling or LFTM for
els and word embeddings in a separate and heuristic manshort). Specifically, they replace the topic-to-word Dirichner. Research which attempts to integrate both aspects into
let multinomial component that generates words from topics
a framework comes from Collaborative Language Model
with a two-component mixture of a topic-to-word Dirichlet
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(CLM) [27] and Correlated Topic Modeling Using Word
Embeddings [28]. CLM was proposed to formulate the topic
modeling and word embedding into a co-factorization fashion. It employs non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) to
obtain global topic matrix and utilizes the shifted positive
point-wise mutual information matrix to generate word embedding vectors. The second one extends Gaussian LDA by
modeling topic correlations with the help of word embeddings. Meanwhile, as their topic discovery process starts
from learning the word embedding with semantic regularities, the model constructs a mutual learning mechanism. Yet,
these models are to some degree constructed with topic modeling as the dominant so that word embedding plays less important roles. In contrast, our model aims at launching a
mutual learning mechanism, explicitly enhancing the interactions of global topics and local contexts via two tightly
correlated components TMSAtopic and TMSAword .
3 Problem Statement
Given a set of documents, the document-word matrix D represents the global context information. The topics for documents will be effectively discovered via the proposed topic
modeling module TMSAtopic by explicitly taking the word
embedding information from local contexts into consideration. The local context information is represented by the
word co-occurrence matrix X, which is extracted from a sequence of words in documents within a fixed text window.
Each word sequence has a focus word and its neighboring
context words within a text window centered at the focus
word. xij ∈ X records the times a word wj appears in a
word wi ’s contexts. The word embeddings will be learned
from X via the proposed TMSAword by incorporating the
discovered topics into the embedding process. In accordance, word embedding learning and topics discovery form
a mutual interactive cycle and continue till convergence.

discovered can reflect the global semantic relatedness. The
probability of a word is governed by such latent topics.
TMSAtopic is also a generative model. Differently, besides
employing Dirichlet prior to generate document topic distributions, normal distributions are utilized to regulate the
generations of topic embedding.
Here, we define the generative process and likelihood.
1. For each word, look up the word embedding vwi from
the word embedding matrix, V.
2. For each word co-occurrence of wi and wj , draw the
residual awi ,wj from N (0, 2g(ep(w1i ,wj )) ).
3. For the k-th topic, draw a topic embedding uniformly
from a hyperball of radius γ as tk ∼ U nif (βγ ).
4. For each document di :
(a) Draw the mixing topic proportions θi from the
Dirichlet prior Dir(α).
(b) For the j-th word:
i. Draw topic assignment zij from the θi .
ii. Draw word wij from W according to
p(wij |wi,j−c : wi,j−1 , zij , di ).
In this generative process, the word embedding matrix, V is
updated in the TMSAword module. The residual awi ,wj is a
regulation of bigram wi , wj . pwi ,wj is a link function or a
probability function for a bigram wi , wj , defined as,
(4.1) p(wi , wj ) = exp{vwj T vwi + awi ,wj }p(wi )p(wj )
where vwj T vwi refers to the linear interactions between two
word vectors and awi ,wj is a residual information representing nonlinear or noisy interactions between two words.
Eq. (4.1) is actually the regularized pointwise mutual
information between two word vectors. tk is the topic
embedding for k-th topic and βγ is a hyperparameter. The
fourth step is similar to LDA. Nonetheless, the generative
process for each word wij is based on a link function
p(wij |wi,j−c : wi,j−1 , zij , di ) extended from (4.1) defined
by [15], in which, an interaction function between the word
vector and topic embedding is added. Corresponding to
Figure 1, the above generative process can be summarized
as a likelihood function for each document.

4 Methodology
As is shown in Figure 1, our proposed TMSA framework
consists of two components, the topic modeling module
TMSAtopic with the blue color in the figure and the word
embedding module TMSAword with the red color in the figure. These two components closely interact with each other
through the mutual learning mechanism with the shared part (4.2) L
topic = p(D, A, V, Z, T, θ|α, µ)
in pink in the figure. We will elaborate on these components.
N,N
N
K
Y
Y
Y
=
p(vwi ; µi )
p(awi ,wj ; g(e
p(wi , wj ))
4.1 Topic Modeling Boosted with Sparse Autoencoder
i=1
i,j=1
k
The topic modeling module, TMSAtopic , as shown in blue
M
Y
in Figure 1, is a generative process with word embedU nif (βγ )
p(θd |α)p(zd |θd )p(wd |V, A, td , zd )
dings, topic embeddings and residuals for regularization.
d=1
TMSAtopic , similar to LDA, represents each document d
where D, A, V, Z, T refer to a document set, the
from a corpus as a probability distribution over topics, where
each topic is modeled by a probability distribution over residual matrix, the word embedding matrix, the topic mawords in a fixed vocabulary. With the text corpus, the topic trix and topic embedding matrix respectively. In addition,
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p(vwi ; µi ) and p(awi ,wj ; g(e
p(wi , wj )) are the two Gaussian
priors for generating the word co-occurrences. The second
term g(e
p(wi , wj )) is a nonnegative monotonic transformation for pe(wi , wj ), aiming at penalizing the residual awi ,wj

4.2 Sparse Autoencoder (SA) Sparsified with Topic
Modeling To learn embeddings of words, we adopt the classic sparse autoencoder (SA) using the self-reconstruction criterion [3, 26]. Autoencoder is an unsupervised feedforward
neural network that applies backpropagation by fitting the
4.1.1 Optimization of TMSAtopic . Following conven- input using the reconstructed output. It is often used to hantions, we optimize the regularized maximum likelihood dle high-dimensional features and pre-train deep learning
function of Ltopic . Based on the distributions from the gen- models. Word embeddings can also be trained via autoenerative process, the complete-data likelihood of a corpus D coder [9, 13]. Before training autoencoder for word embedding, we first construct the word co-occurrence probabilities
can be factorized as follows:
by counting the number of times each context word occurs
(4.3) p(D, A, V, Z, T, θ|α, µ, γ)
around its focus word divided by the frequency of the focus
N,N
word. The square root of the probabilities, denoted as X, are
 X
1
2
considered as the input of autoencoder as in [9].
exp
−
g(e
p
(w
,
w
))a
=
i
j
wi ,wj
Z(Θ), UγK
With word co-occurrence information, SA encodes the
i,j=1
P
word
co-occurrence xi of the i-th input word to an embedN
M
K
K
X
Y n Γ(
Y α −1
j
k=1 αk )
ding
representation
vi ∈ RN by a feedforward propagation
−
µi ||vwi ||2
θ
QK
ij
Γ(α
)
k j=1
k=1
i=1
d=1
vi = f (Φxi + b).
j−1
L
i
Y
 T X
(θi,zi,j P (wij ) exp vwij
(vwil
Φ ∈ RN ×S is a weight matrix and b ∈ RN is an embedding
j=1
l=j−c
bias vector. f (·) is called the activation function, e.g., the
j−1
sigmoid function
o
X
+ tzij ) +
awil wij + ri,zi,j )
1
.
f (x) =
l=j−c
1 + exp(x)

V in p(vwi ; µi ) can be initialized by the pretrained word em1
bedding and updated in TMSAword . Among them, Z(Θ),U
K
γ
is the normalized term and Θ refers to all relevant parameters. Similar to LDA, the variational inference algorithm is
employed to update corresponding parameters. The last term
in (4.3),
p(wi,j ) exp



j−1
j−1
X
X
T
vw
(
)v
+t
+
awil wij +ri,zi,j
wil
zij
ij
l=j−c
l=j−c

After the feedforward pass, vi is decoded to a representation
x̂i = f (Φ> vi + c).
c ∈ RN is a bias vector for the decoder. A sparsity constraint
is imposed on the embedding representation of vi to reduce
noise in SA. The overall cost function of SA is
(4.6)

LSA (Φ, b) =

M
1 X1
||x̂i − xi ||2 +
M i=1 2
N
X
λ
||Φ||2 + ξ
KL(ρ||ρ̂j ),
2
j=1

is the latent feature vector, p(wd |V, A, td , zd ). The negative
log-likelihood of the corpus factorizes topic-wise into factors
Lt for each topic. With L2 regularization for topic t, this
term looks like,
X
(4.4)
Lzij = −
θt,w (tzij wij )

where the first term is the average of reconstruction loss on
all word co-occurrences with sum-of-squares. The second
term is a regularization term to prevent over-fitting. λ is the
regularization parameter. The third term is the Kullbackw∈W
Leibler (KL) divergence between two Bernoulli random
X
variables with mean ρ and ρ̂j , respectively. It aims to control
− log(
exp(tzij wij )) + µ||tzij ||22 .
0
the sparsity of the weight and bias parameters Φ and b. ρ is
w ∈W
the sparsity parameter that specifies the level of sparsity. ξ is
The MAP estimate of topic vector tzij is obtained by mini- the weight of the sparsity term in the cost function. We use
mizing the regularized negative log-likelihood. The derivaρ
1−ρ
tive with respect to the j-th element of the vector for topic (4.7)
KL(ρ||ρ̂j ) = ρ log
+ (1 − ρ) log
ρ̂j
1 − ρ̂j
z is,
ij

(4.5)
X
X
∂Lzij
wlj vwlj tzlj )
=−
w ∈ Wθzij (wij −
∂tzij

to penalize ρˆj deviating from the sparsity parameter ρ, with
ρ̂j =

l∈W
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being the average activation of the j-th embedding representation. vij ∈ vi is the j-th embedding value for the
i-th word. The word co-occurrences in SA encode the local context information only. In this paper, we incorporate
global topical information into SA and propose TMSAword ,
the sparse autoencoder sparsified with topic modeling, to improve the word embeddings. Our aim is to encapsulate topical information into the overall cost function of SA so that
the learned word embeddings also reflect the topic distributions of words. In order to achieve this goal, we propose to
add the fourth term as a topic guidance term and the goal of
TMSAword is to minimize the following objective function:
(4.8)

M
λ
1 X1
||x̂i − xi ||2 + ||Φ||2
M i=1 2
2

Lword (Φ, b) =

+ξ

N
X

KL(ρ||ρ̂j ) + τ

j=1

K
X

whole procedure is illustrated in Algorithm 1. The proposed
TMSA has several advantages. Firstly, parameter tuning and
inferences can be done in a unified framework. Secondly,
the mechanism of back propagation in Sparse autoencoder
can be utilized for fine tuning word embeddings. Thirdly,
extra layers can be easily added to handle other tasks, such
as adding a softmax layer for classifications. In Algorithm
1, the complete mutual learning procedure is summarized.
The input includes word co-occurrence matrix and topic
Dirichlet prior α. After initializations of needed weights and
embedding matrices, topic modeling and word encoder are
updated in return until the topic difference is smaller than
the pre-defined  or the given epoch number is reached.

Algorithm 1 The mutual learning algorithm TMSA
for topic modeling and word embedding
Input:
D, X, α
Initialization: Z, T, A, c, Φ, b
while topic difference < 
or iteration < total epoch number
/* topic modeling step: */
1. update θ with α and T
2. update Z with θ
3. update p(wd ) with T, A, V and Z
4. calculate negative loglikelihood
/* word encoder step: */
5. encode X
6. update Φ and c
7. calculate H
8. update ρ̂ with Φ and c
9. update ϕ̂ with H
10. calculate loss function
11. update Φ with backpropagation
12. update V with Φ
end while

KL(ϕ||ϕ̂k ),

k=1

where ϕ is the topic sparsity parameter for the embeddings
and τ is the weight of the topic guidance term in the overall
objective function. ϕ̂k is the average activation of the
embeddings for the k-th topic:
(4.9)

ϕ̂k =

M Dt
1 XX
||hi ||2 ,
M Dt i=1 j=1 jk

where hijk ∈ hi ∈ RN ×K is the topic distribution of the
j−th embedding value over the k-th topic for the i-th word.
hi = vi x>
i zi
is the topic distribution for the embedding vi and hi ∈ H,
the total of hi . The topic guidance term is designed to
help the learned embeddings v reflect the global topical
information of words. Here the KL divergence KL(ϕ||ϕ̂k )
helps reconstruct the input with the activations that are
related to the most discriminative topics.
4.3 Full Architecture With the semantic word embedding
information extracted from local contexts, we can better discover topics from texts; and by exploiting the global topical information, topic-related information will be effectively
reflected in word embeddings. These two processes interact closely with each other to boost the performance of both
topic discovery and word embedding. The overall objective
function can be defined as
(4.10)

L = arg min Ltopic + Lword .
f

We first fix word embeddings in TMSAword to update
topic modeling TMSAtopic . With the updated topics, we
then run TMSAword to learn better word embeddings. This
iterative process continues until converge is achieved. The

5 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed
framework TMSA from both the topic discovery task and the
word embedding task.
5.1 Datasets We utilize two datasets for the evaluations.
One is the 20 Newsgroups1 and the other one is the Reuters21578 corpus2 . The two corpora are referred to as the
20News and Reuters in the following. 20News has 11,311
documents for training and 7,529 for testing. It has 20
different categories. For Reuters, the largest 10 categories
are selected for the experiment with 5,770 documents for
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training and 2,255 for testing. During the data processing
Table 1: Document classification on the 20News dataset.
step, stop words are removed and all words are converted to
The best results are highlighted in bold.
lowercase. For the construction of the word co-occurrence
matrix for word embedding, we set the context window size
Precision
Recall Fscore
as 10. For the topic modeling, the predefined topic difference
LDA
72.7%
72.2%
71.9%
 and the topic Dirichlet prior α is set to 0.01 and 0.1,
LFTM
71.6%
71.4%
70.9%
respectively. The total epoch number is set to 100. For the
TopicVec
71.3%
71.3%
71.2%
parameters of sparse autoencoder, we set both the sparsity
CLM
82.5%
81.8%
81.6%
level ξ and topic guidance weight τ as 0.1. The sparsity
PV-DBOW
51.0%
49.1%
45.9%
parameter ρ and the topic sparsity parameter η are both set as
0.05. The regularization parameter λ is 0.01. The number of
PV-DM
42.8%
38.6%
36.1%
topics are 20 and 10 for 20News and Reuters, respectively.
MeanWV
70.4%
70.3%
70.1%
The embedding dimension is set to 50.
TWE
52.5%
46.6%
43.7%
5.2 Evaluation on Document Classification Here, we
first evaluate how TMSA can benefit downstream applications. We focus on the document classification task and compare with the following topic modeling baselines:
• LDA [4]: the vanilla Latent Dirichlet Allocation;

Gaussian-LDA
TV+MeanWV
TMSA

30.9%
71.8%
85.7%

26.5%
71.5%
83.7%

22.7%
71.6%
84.1%

Table 2: Document classification on Reuters dataset.

• LFTM [20]: the Latent Feature Topic Modeling;
• TopicVec [15]: the generative topic embedding method;
• CLM [27]: the Collaborative Language Model.
In addition to the above baselines, we also compare
with the state-of-the-art methods that use the learned word
representations for document classification. They are:
• PV-DBOW and PV-DM [8]: the Doc2Vec model;
• MeanWV [15]: the mean word embedding of the TopicVec model;
• TWE [16]: the Topical Word Embedding method;
• Gaussian LDA [6]: the Gaussian LDA model;

LDA
LFTM
TopicVec
CLM
PV-DBOW
PV-DM
MeanWV
TWE
Gaussian-LDA
TV+MeanWV
TMSA

Precision
88.8%
89.3%
92.5%
94.4%
75.5%
68.1%
92.0%
79.4%
46.2%
92.2%
97.3%

Recall
87.0%
59.1%
92.1%
91.6%
50.5%
43.4%
89.6%
51.2%
31.5%
91.6%
97.2%

Fscore
87.9%
66.1%
92.2%
92.9%
54.9%
50.7%
90.5%
62.6%
35.3%
91.6%
97.2%

• TV+MeanWV [15]: the concatenation of TopicVec and
Reuters, respectively. As mentioned in [23], STE is proposed
MeanWV.
to learn topic-specific word embeddings to avoid the issue of
In TWE, Gaussian LDA and TV+MeanWV, both topic polysemy. It is reported in [23] that STE achieves 82.5% of
representations and word embeddings of a document are precision, 82.3% of recall and 82.5% of Fscore on 20News.
concatenated as features for classification. In TMSA, we ag- There is no available result of STE on Reuters. We can see
gregate the word embeddings and use the mean as document that TMSA still outperforms STE on 20News. In summary,
features since the topical information has already been in- the proposed TMSA combines the topic modeling and word
corporated into the learned word embeddings. In the exper- embedding components via a mutual learning mechanism
iment, the macro-average precision, recall and F1 measures and achieves the best performance on both datasets.
are used as the evaluation metrics. For LDA, LFTM, CLM,
PV-DBOW, PV-DM, TWE and Gaussian-LDA, we use the 5.3 Evaluation on Word Similarity Next, we evaluate
same results reported in [27]. For TopicVec, MeanWV and the quality of word embedding learned from 20News, to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed TMSA framework.
TV+MeanWV, we report the same results from [15].
The performance on 20News and Reuters are shown Since 20News is a small corpus compared with the largest
in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. The best results are online encyclopedia Wikipedia, it is challenging to collect a
highlighted in boldface. It can be observed that TMSA large amount of local context information. By encoding the
outperforms the compared methods significantly on both global topical information into the sparse autoencoder with
datasets. Compared to the second best method CLM, TMSA local contexts as a kind of complementary information, the
achieves 2.5% and 4.3% higher on Fscore for 20News and proposed TMSA can improve the word representation learn-
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ing process significantly even for small corpora.
In this section, we compare with several word embedding baselines, including Skip-Gram and CBOW in [18],
GloVe [21], SPPMI and SPPMI+SVD in [11], PV-DBOW
and PV-DM in [8], TWE [16] and CLM [27]. We use word
embeddings learned from all these methods to evaluate the
word pair similarities on several datasets. These datasets
include WordSim353 (WS353) [24], WordSim Relatedness
(WS Rel) [1], Turk [22], simLex-999 [7] and Rare [17]. We
test the performance of word embeddings by measuring the
Spearman’s correlation of the cosine similarities of word embeddings and the human-assigned similarities. The code for
the word similarity evaluation is publicly available3 . We run
it to measure the performance of the proposed TMSA model
on the task of word similarity. For all the baseline methods,
we report the results from [27].

TMSA, Topic 2 is about email communications, Topic 3 is
language related and Topic 4 is more related to industries. In
contrast, TopicVec discovers fewer meaningful words related
to these three topics. The words in TopicVec are not that coherent. This shows that TMSA has more powerful capacity
of generating topics with interpretable themes.

5.4.2 Qualitative Assessment of Word Embedding
Here, we qualitatively assess word embeddings from two
perspectives. First, we test the performance of word embeddings on the task of word analogy. Word analogy aims at
measuring whether word embedding can cluster word/phrase
pairs of similar relations together. Given four words “a”,
“b”, “c” and “d”, the usual format for such analogy is “a is
to b” as “c is to d”, where “d” is hidden and needs to be
inferred from the vocabulary. “d” can be inferred by optimizing 3CosAdd [10] as argmind∈V (cos(d, c − a + b)).
Table 3: Comparison of word similarity results.
In this subsection, we use the Google dataset [18] to test
the quality of the word embeddings learned from TMSA on
WS353 WS Rel Turk SimLex-999 Rare
20News. The Google dataset contains syntactic analogies
SPPMI
0.461
0.444
0.551
0.131
0.245
such as “good is to better as rich is to richer” and semantic
0.451
0.435
0.489
0.166
0.349
SPPMI +SVD
0.300
GloVe
0.279
0.268
0.049
0.230 analogies such as “king is to queen as man is to woman”.
Table 5 shows the top five analogies for the word anal0.492
0.479
0.512
0.155
0.407
Skim-Gram
0.488
CBOW
0.451
0.529
0.151
0.407 ogy task discovered from 20News by ranking the optimized
0.477
PV-DBOW
0.442
0.488
0.139
0.285 3CosAdd value in a descending order. The last column is
0.297
PV-DM
0.304
0.339
0.013
0.157 the optimized 3CosAdd value for each word analogy ques0.317
TWE
0.231
0.260
0.084
0.184 tion. It can be observed that TMSA cannot only discover
0.526
CLM
0.486
0.525
0.189
0.411
the syntactic analogies such as “flying is to flew as playing
0.551
TMSA
0.531
0.586
0.261
0.591
is to played”, but also find the semantic analogies such as
Table 3 shows the results of word similarities. Higher “husband is to wife as father is to mother”.
values indicate that the learned embeddings are closer to
In addition to examples of word analogy, we also present
the human judgments on the word similarity task. We a figure of a two-dimensional PCA projection of word emobserve that TMSA outperforms all baseline methods on bedding clusters as in Figure 2. Words which have higher
all datasets. Although CLM also performs well on these scores than a threshold are selected to represent a cluster of
datasets, it cannot beat TMSA as it does not encode the related word embeddings. Five clusters with distinct themes
topical information explicitly into the word representation can be observed, roughly as, religion, manufacturing, astronlearning process.
omy, computer-related and electronic. Further, the locations
of those five themes in the embedding space are not ran5.4 Qualitative Analysis In this section, we present two dom either. Computer-related and electronic are closer and
case studies to show the quality of generated topics and word located on the above while manufacturing, religion and asembeddings as well as the correlations between them.
tronomy are closer and located on the below. Those word
embedding clusters are evidently affected or guided by the
5.4.1 Qualitative Assessment of Topic Modeling This topic words generated from TMSAtopic . Similar words can
subsection provides examples of how the proposed frame- be observed from topics generated in TMSAtopic in Table 4.
work improves topic coherence. Table 4 compares the top Topic 1 and Topic 4 correspond to religion and manufacturwords produced by TopicVec and TMSA for four topics. ing respectively. In addition, topics about space sciences,
TopicVec [15] is one of the state-of-the-art method for topic astronomy and computers can be observed in the output of
discovery. In Table 4, for Topic 1 both TopicVec and TMSA TMSAtopic too. It shows that the mutual learning is working
produce words which share clear and similar themes (re- effectively in TMSA.
ligion for Topic 1). But for Topic 2, Topic 3 and Topic
4, TMSA finds more meaningful words than TopicVec. In
3 https://github.com/XunGuangxu/2in1
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Table 4: Comparisons of topics generated between TopicVec and TMSA, with the most relevant words for four topics.
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Topic
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
Topic 4

Method
TopicVec
TMSA
TopicVec
TMSA
TopicVec
TMSA
TopicVec
TMSA

God
God
Email
Email
Dictionary
Thesaurus
Sectors
Procurement

Word
Bible
Christian
Address
Address
Language
Encyclopedia
Garden
Agenices

Jesus
Jesus
Trash
Shipping
Lemieux
Grammar
Clair
Manufactures

Table 5: Examples from 20News for word analogy. The top
5 word pairs are shown.
(c, d)
3CosAdd
(a, b)
0.978
1 (Stockholm, Sweden) (Helsinki, Finland)
2
(listen, listening)
0.972
(scream, screaming)
3
(playing, played)
0.970
(jumping, jumped)
(playing, played)
0.965
4
(flying, flew)
(father, mother)
0.964
5
(husband, wife)

Christ
Religion
Sell
Reply
gainey
Dictionaries
Eau
Sector

Christian
Truth
Send
Send
Nyr
Idioms
Ashland
Escrow

Church
Faith
Geek
Mail
Det
Synonyms
Unmarked
Management

plore the optimized integration between autoencoder, topic
modeling and word embedding. For example, besides the
parametric model based on LDA, we may consider the
non-parametric model, such as hierarchical Dirichlet process [25]. Secondly, topics of documents and embeddings
can be jointly learned to help boost the document classification performance. Another direction is to explore the integration of knowledge graph into topic modeling. Through
the joint learning process, more interesting discoveries will
be made on the associations between topic generations, word
representation learning and knowledge graph embedding.
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